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0 of 0 review helpful Succeeds on several levels By spkqim A great mystery suspense page turning read for my mind 
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A compelling complex protragonist who goesthrough a personal journey with his lapsed jewish roots as he is trying to 
solve a crime The author paintsa picture of Hassidic traditions that fascinated this reader having known nothing about 
that 23 of 23 review helpful Dov Taylor is an ex everything ndash an ex husband an ex cop an ex drinker an ex 
observant Jew The way he sees it he doesn t have much to offer so he s a tad surprised when he gets a summons from a 
local rabbi There s been a hideous murder in the Hassidic community and Dov says the rabbi is the man to solve the 
crime Why Dov Some hundred odd years ago his ancestor was a famous Polish mystic revered for his ability to 
discern the tr From Publishers Weekly Rosenbaum is a writer to watch His first thriller is big bright and successfully 
old fashioned bringing to life worlds unfamiliar to most readers Manhattan s bustling West 47th St jewelry district and 
a Hasidic neighborhood in Brookly 
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wenn man einem bauern einen witz erzhlt lacht er dreimal das erstemal wenn er den witz hrt das zweitenmal wenn 
man ihm den witz erklrt das drittenmal  about robert h eisenman robert eisenman is the author of the new testament 
code the cup of the lord the damascus covenant and the blood of christ  textbooks my mother was protestant and my 
father was an atheist jew my family survived the holocaust in europe with great struggle am i jewish or am i a gentile 
jehoschua ist eine transliteration des hebrischen personennamens der in der bibel mehrfach vorkommt und noch heute 
gebraucht wird 
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